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Influence by Design Synopsis
The Problem with Leadership Development over the past decade...
The Noise
We have seen on social media the rise of influencers, self-help gurus and life coaches. The
emphasis is on personal branding. Very self focused. Everyone wants to be seen and heard.
Constant push. Content overkill. Everyone has answers. Most of it is just noise.
Personal brand has been hoisted up as a template for success. Lifestyles on display have
created more anxiety and fear of missing out. Many people have chosen to imitate and water
down what other lifestyle moguls are projecting, only to realize that they have not actually
achieved success at all.

Limited Focus
Modern thought leaders and authors do present compelling material, which we enjoy.
Usually, a deep dive into ONE concept shaped by data analytics, impressive research and
case studies. When applying such insights, you can experience certain gains or moments of
success. However, when markets shift and life surprises us in unexpected ways, now what?
People continue to search for more answers⋯
Expertise appears to have its shortcomings when it comes to the big picture of life in general.
Overtime experts create a silo around their idea or knowledge which can limit other
experiences or possible breakthrough connections.

Quick Hacks and Tactics
Deep work requires effort beyond the hack culture. Current personal growth material has a
bias toward motivation. Since motivation is tied to emotion, people experience highs and
lows with their effort and actions.
Another trending focus is on habits. If you just change this. Do that. Since habits are fixed;
you either follow through or you don’t. This can lead to a sense of failure and loss. We
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believe that lasting inspiration is connected to value systems which can direct a lifetime of
patterns that are often more reasonable & flexible in the long run.

Transactions vs Transformations
Most people tend to categorize people as givers or takers. We are accustomed to see an
exchange of time, money and resources in the form of transactions. In business, people try to
perfect the art of this to differentiate. Most people can see right through this.
It is rare to find leaders that can transcend this common exchange to create transformations
in people/products/business.

Being Stuck
We believe one of the main struggles today for most individuals and organizations is a lack of
progress. When you are tied to someone else’s purpose, you yourself will feel stuck.
Core-creation represents the proper foundation for the future to be built upon it. People can
move forward when something they are passionate about is aligned with their value system
and their capabilities.
Passion + Purpose = Progress

_____________________________________________________________________

At the core of these problems, what we find is the absence of guiding
principles. BraveCore principles are designed to help anyone achieve
their life calling whether as individuals, as families or in business.
Our hope is that people can return to these meta-principles time and
time again at any stage of life to maximize their potential.
BraveCore aims to help a rising generation discover the inspiration found
in timeless principles
BraveCore, LLC (2020)

Employers/Employees (Tier 1) Vs. Entrepreneurs (Tier 2)
AT ODDS
Over the past few decades we have seen a binary debate. The argument is all or nothing. On
opposite ends, one option portrays to be better than the other.
EMPLOYERS/EMPLOYEES (T1) within the corporate world are typically critical of risk-seeking
ENTREPRENEURS (T2).
EMPLOYERS (T1) aim to mitigate change and try to protect the status quo in order to
produce consistent results. The focus is performance driven.
ENTREPRENEURS (T2) pride themselves in their lifestyle. It’s a badge of honor to break free
of the (T1) oppression. They value time, freedom and greater earning potential. The desire is
to build their own empire.
ENTREPRENEURS (T2) claim that EMPLOYEES (T1) are stuck in their organizations and are
being limited from growth opportunities in their controlled/bureaucratic environments. To a
certain degree, they are not wrong.
The finger pointing, blame game and divisiveness are at an all-time high.

“The breakthrough innovations come
when the tension is greatest, and the
resources are most limited. That's when
people are actually a lot more open to
rethinking the fundamental way they do
business.”
Clayton M. Christensen
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The Framework
In applying Hegel’s Dialectic... we ask with a question:
What does post-entrepreneurship look like?

Employee (T1)
(Thesis)

Entrepreneur (T2)
(Antithesis)

*The Thesis is an intellectual proposition.
*The Antithesis is a critical perspective on the thesis.
*The Synthesis solves the conflict between the thesis
and antithesis by reconciling their common truths,
and forming a new proposition.

Co-Creators (T3)
(Synthesis)

Instead of an antagonistic approach, our aim is to build on the value that already exists in
(Tier 1) and (Tier 2). BraveCore principles are designed to become part of a solution for the
gaps and shortcomings the previous business and life approaches once promised. Employees
don’t need to physically leave an employer to practice Co-Creation (Tier 3) and
entrepreneurs can become Co-Creators (Tier 3) from where they are at.
We believe that (Tier 3), the Contextual Age is shaped through collaborative efforts.

PARADIGM SHIFTS
T1 = Manager - Status Quo (Dependent on the Past)
T2 = Leader - Challenges Reality (Independent in the Present)
T3 = Co-Creator - Shapes the Ideal (Inter-dependent into the Future)
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T3 Synthesis
THE INDUSTRIAL AGE

THE INFORMATION AGE

THE CONTEXTUAL AGE

T1

T2

T3

Dale Carnegie (1936+)

Stephen Covey (1989+)
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How to Win Friends and
Influence People

The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People

Influence by Design

SHAPED
MODERN SALESMANSHIP &
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES

INSPIRED
SELF IMPROVEMENT
& ENTREPRENEUERSHIP

EMERGENCE OF
CULTURE TRANSFORMATION
THROUGH CO-CREATION

In a sense there is a Wild West movement in terms of workplace; personal/leadership
development. People are reaching for a higher way of work and life.
The binary debate of T1 and T2 leaves little room for building the future. This is why there is
such a political divide and a narrative of “haves” and “have nots” has emerged. We believe the
future should be built on the great things from our past with an intention to reach for
solutions to improve the gaps and deficiencies from these eras.
This requires a new paradigm shift and more importantly a shift in our behavior that only
timeless principles can help shape. Out of this tension Tier 3 is born. T3 is not intended to
replace the previous two tiers. Not all people will choose T3 as an operating system, but this
framework gives us building blocks to progress toward the future.

EXAMPLE

An employee may feel stuck in their (T1) workplace where the focus is constantly on results.
They must abide strict (T1) policies that stifle creativity. The same employee might enjoy
listening to (T2) self-help audiobooks during their commute and/or they are taking steps to
develop (T2) skills to become a tech coder in their spare time. Meanwhile, this employee
recently started to co-create (T3) with a colleague at work to explore how teams in the
organization can work together in a cross-functional manner. Also on the side, this person
has teamed up with two other people (T3) to work on a business proposal that would
create an advertising agency that is geared toward millennial creative freelancers.
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The Future – Powered by T3
T1 Employee

T2 Entrepreneur

T3 Co-Creator

Mindset

Mindset

Mindset

Dependence

Independence

Interdependence

Fixed Working Hours

Flexible Work Hours

Shared Time

Guaranteed Income

Financial Instability Yet
Ability to Earn More

Building Social Capital

Work Hard

Work Smart

Work Together

Boredom

Exploration

Co-Creation

Order

Chaos

Meaning

Controlled

Freedom

Influence

Survive

Strive

Thrive

Blame Others

Course Correct

Build Others

Secrecy

Being Open

Being Transparent

Play it Safe

Take Risks

Shared Journey

Money is Everything

Time is Everything

Contribution is Everything

Accountable to
Someone Else

Self-Actualized

Responsible for Others

Efficiency

Effectiveness

Engagement

Results Focused

Lifestyle Focused

Relationship Focused

Job Titles

Expertise

Transcendence

Logos / Logic

Pathos / Emotion

Ethos / Principles

***Important to note that these tiers are not meant to categorize people as T1, T2 or T3. We refer to
these tiers as default mindsets, characteristics, or modes of operating which leaders in each space can
exhibit. We believe that there are building blocks and growth opportunities to be found in each
category. Existing tiers have problematic gaps that the pursuit of a (Tier 3) mindset and behaviors
could potentially solve with the help of BraveCore’s Framework/ Patterns & Meta-Principles.
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What is the BraveCore Method?
We are not interested in quick-fixes, check-boxing, ladder climbing,
empire building or expertise on display. We are not into transactions
or preserving status quo.
The BraveCore Method seeks to amplify misfits and change makers.
To help them be brave enough to become co-creators. We are all
about transformations and shaping the future together.
As a leader, you can become a hero from the future.
As an organization, you can create leaders for the future.
BraveCore is your guide...

BraveCore can help your workplace HEAL in a post-pandemic world.
Where do we go from here?
WE CAN HELP YOU MOVE FORWARD…

BraveCore can help you UNDERSTAND The Great Resignation that
is happening real time.
Have you fully embraced your reality?
WE CAN HELP YOU SEE BETTER…

BraveCore can help traditional leaders TRANSFORM into leaders of
the future.
Are you ready to do the deep work?
WE CAN HELP LEADERS BECOME CO-CREATORS…
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BraveCore can help you GO BEYOND Cancel Culture.
What principles will become your building blocks?
WE CAN HELP YOU CO-CREATE CULTURE…

BraveCore can help you achieve DIVERSITY & INCLUSION.
Do you and your team contribute toward a greater purpose?
WE CAN HELP YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE…

BraveCore can help you REIMAGINE hierarchy.
Is your team ready to work different together?
WE CAN INTRODUCE THE HIVEARCHY…

BraveCore can help your organization stay RELEVANT. Artificial
Intelligence will replace the knowledge worker. The future of work will
be creative work. Co-creation will separate the old world from the new
world.
Are you ready for this shift?
WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW…
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Patterns
THE MIRROR TEST

A wrestle between the REAL vs IDEAL versions of yourself.
People that only dream tend to ignore their reality. Thus, they never really achieve
their dreams.
Some are stuck in their past and entangled in their reality to the point where they no
longer dream or are afraid to make the necessary changes to reach their ideal self.
Face reality. The good, the bad & the ugly.
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HERO’s SACRIFICE

The best kind of sacrifice is personal. When you can give up something of comfort or
shave off something in your life that no longer benefits you.
The alternative is suffering. When you refuse to change or are afraid of growth
opportunities. This is where you blame others and become a victim. You suffer when
you avoid personal responsibility.
In suffering you get bitter.
In sacrifice you get better.
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BECOME THE FUTURE

When you can visualize the future and start your life toward that ideal, you enter the
messy middle.
How can you sustain this change through consistent actions? How can you amplify
this transformation?
Invest in the details. Embody who you want to be the most, bringing together a
synthesis of your best in heart, mind & courage. Shape the future with others through
co-creation.
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BUILD WITH PODS

Trade the Shark Tank for Dolphin Pods. Instead of the shark “eat or be eaten”
mentality and mode of execution, choose to form mini braintrusts. Create together.
Share the responsibility. Combine your energy to shape the future.
Co-Creation will bring out your best work and life.
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Meta-Principles

Meta-Principles

At the Core

1. Lead with A Question

Wisdom

1. What is your reality?
2. Face your core

2. Turn Pain into Power

Passion

1. Flip the Script
2. Create Gains

3. Make Others the Mission

Service

4. Define the Situation

Action

1. Trade Ego for Empathy
2. What are you willing to
Sacrifice?
1. Manifest = Vision + Action
2. Better Decisions

5. Create Context

Purpose

1. Pull Vs. Push Method
2. Design Meaningful
Experiences

6. Follow True North

Alignment

1. Guided by Brave
2. Return to Themes

Together

1. Convergence of Pods
2. Expanding the Circle

Co-Creation

Toolbox

BraveCore has developed a set of Meta-Principles that are not meant to be
prescriptive. They won’t inform you what to do. Rather, they are directional tools and
a framework to help you make better decisions and inspire a culture to take brave
actions. Think of BraveCore as your guide.
Imagine what would happen if you gave the same amount of thinking and energy to
your dreams as you do your fears?
Experience a Different Future. Together.
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CONVENTIONAL WISDOM CHALLENGED

“It’s better to ask for forgiveness than to ask for permission.”

Alternative: Lead with a Question
“No pain, no gain.”

Alternative: Turn Pain into Power
“Never do anything yourself that others can do for you.”

Alternative: Make Others the Mission

“What’s meant to be will always find a way.”

Alternative: Define the Situation
“Eat, drink and be merry.”

Alternative: Create Context
“We wander for distraction; we travel for fulfillment.”

Alternative: Follow True North
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The Wisdom Principle

Lead with a Question
How do brave people shape the future? Most lead with answers rather than
questions. When we ask great questions, face reality, and explore the unknown, we
reimagine the future so we can shape it. We don’t just listen to understand but listen
to learn with an openness to change our mind. We stop being data obsessed or stuck
on expertise. We remain in exploration and discovery mode...
Go from REAL to IDEAL.

The Passion Principle

Turn Pain into Power
What pain/loss is holding you back? When we get brave and focus on the path of
gains, we start to understand our passions. We see the greatest challenge or pain that
stands in our way as our biggest opportunity. Instead of running away or remaining
stuck in our pain, we choose to let it fuel our future. We become empowered to let
our thoughts, decisions, and sacrifices become the building blocks that shape our
potential.
Go from LOSS to GAIN.

The Service Principle

Make Others the Mission
According to studies about the most critical skills of the future, there is a spotlight on
creativity. The future will require co-creation and a focus on others. Be brave by
serving. Commit to giving. See the potential in others. Help connect the dots.
Go from TRANSACTIONAL to TRANSFORMATIONAL.
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The Action Principle

Define The Situation
Most people are running on default settings. We Define the Situation by the brave
actions we take, getting good at making decisions. Our efforts connect to value
systems as we manifest the best in us and others and make it real, converting
aspiration into action. We inspire a greater good when everyone feels permission to
change things and contribute to a mission larger than themselves. It's time to use
your voice and utilize your skills to the fullest.
Go from ENERGY to PRACTICE.

The Purpose Principle

Create Context
We strive to create context, the deep work that not only is different but makes a
difference. We are inspired by the story of our future which remains the focus of who
we need to become. We seek to be that now. We thrive when we embody the
themes of this future. It's time to share your story. Inspire others with an infinite
purpose. Connect to others with the heart / mind / spirit.
Go from creating ART to ARTIFACTS that matter.

The Alignment Principle

Follow True North
When we are guided by brave, we’re empowered to Follow True North. We join
forces by pulling others in, manifesting the best outcomes, with the long view in
mind —now, 10, 100, or 1000 years from now. This builds trust with other believers
as we become catalysts, merging dreams by creating a dynamic team that wins
together
Go from TRUST to CONSISTENCY.
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